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I I Revdutionary Crisis, Fascism and War 
By D. 2. MANUILSKY 
T H E  cantent of the work of the prestnt Plenum c o d ,  f i d y ,  
m revealing any new development that bas occurred since the 
time of the Twelfth Plenum, both in the world crisis and in the 
general world situation ; secondly, in gi&g an analysis of the shift- 
i n g ~  which have taken place during the past year in the correlation 
of chis forces both withii capitalist countries and on the interm- 
tiond arena; thirdly, on t h e  basis of this analysis, in giving a correct 
appraisal of the forces of revolution and of reaaion. The Cm- 
mudst Parties expect from tl& plmum an answer to the question of 
what constitutes the present stage of world development, what is 
the relative importance at this stage of the elements of revolutionary 
ctisiD on the one hand and the tlemcnts of fascism and imptrialkt 
war on the other; whether the coming to power of the f d t s  in 
Germany bas interrupted the maturing of the elements of revolu- 
timay crigis there, in what concretely, at the present stage of the 
correlation of c h  forces, does the maturing of the world revolu- 
tionary crisis find its expression. Fourthly and lady, in conformity 
with the appraisal given of the forces of revolutitm and =action, 
the Plenum should outline the basic tasHs of the world Communist 
movement. 
1. The New Factors in the International Situation 
I - 
The new factors which art to be observed in thc development 
I of the world economic crisis are the following: 
3.  In individual capitalkt countries (U.S.A., J a p ,  Germany) 
a certain revival of economic life was to be observed in the summer 
of 1933, connected in the first place with the growth in orders 
for armaments, in the second place with the introduction of inflation, 





in the third place with armin government mcapures directed towards 
an art%&& PIM lort -hd,  iaacssc of production and raising of 
This revival only Iasted a few months and was followed in 
the Unitd Sates by &other sharp d&c in industrial production 
and j a k  Nevetthcltss, it is amtial to em- that this new 
d&t hap not yet nached the very h c s t  point which character- 
ized the dtvdopmcnt of the crisis in the p s ~  
2. The intertwining of the world economic crisis with the 
g e n d  crisis of ua- has gone so far that though the pdbiiity 
of isolated i m v r n u r t s  in the economic situation is not excluded, 
yet the basic h e  of development of world capatalism, determined 
by its general wish, will go downward. It is becoming ever inmas- 
ingIy deat ta millioas of people that there can be no return of cap 
b h n  to its pre-crisis condition, that 4cpm+~" was only a short- 
lmed episode on the background of =- st?btion. In con- 
n& with this the & on the one hand grows ever more "pa- 
litical,'' while on the other hand the factors of the general & of . . - f h ,  war, the revolutionary moment of the masses 
- - a p  ia it ever more markedly as factors in the destruction of 
the +dh system. 
3. TBe attemp of the bourgeoisie to rescue capitalist society 
from nrin (Rooswelt's plan, the Ottawa Conference, emnwnic 
aubrchy), even though they may have brought abut m e  im- 
provement of a tempomy character in the econamic sinrawan, have 
n d d m a  proved bankrupt as a means of overcoming the gcn- 
d of capitdim. The statesmen, appearing in the role of 
sorcemn who have found a remedy for c h g  the doomed system, 
remind ~ts ever more and more of the Swirrs h k e r  Nc&r on the 
eve of the Great French Revolutim. 
4. M g  the past year the elements .of fascism and war have 
matured more rapidly than the elements of revolutionarg crisis. 
And none the I= tbt revolutiamry crisis, which up to the timt of 
the Twelfth Plenum. of the E.C.C.I., had matured only in indi- 
d u d  qital iPe ewnuica, is now on the way to growing m r  into 
a r rvo lu thq  crisiP of the whok world system of capitalism. This 
k not mean that this revolutionary crisis will embrace d CPpitpl- 
kt countries at the same time. It only mans that the quantitative 
changes caused by the economic crisis in world ca@t economy 
will bring such qualitative changta in their tmh that: thaugb there 
may not be a revolutionary misiP in this or that i n H d  caunw, 
there will neverthcl#is be a rcvolutionsvp crisk of the entice system 
of world apitslism. Such a revolutionary crisis will dewlop on 
the bask of the fudu  deepeniag and sharpcniag of the g e n d  
crisis of capitalism. Tbc inner Wctid connection of the pr- 
of the maturing of the revdutionrrry aisis, of fasEisgl and war is 
sn'pulattd by the extremely rapid shiftings in the codat ion of h 
for- F h ,  if it does not racdvt an adague re* f r m  
the tdcra, will.grow wcr into impiaMwnr, and Emperisrise war, 
if it is na converted into a victorha p h r b  mlution, breeds 
Seism, as may be seen from tbe example of I*. O n  the other 
hand, imperialiPt war will bring rwdution in its train (as we see 
fmm the -pits of tsarkt Ru&a and the C e n d  Empins), 
and revolution will call down an a d  upon itself by the ~~ 
worH, ask shown by the elrperknoc of the intervention in the US. 
S-R. And if at &e present time there is a force which is haldjng 
back i m p i d k t  war, then it is tht threat of proletarian revo luh  
and the fear fdt by the bourgeoisie for tbe USS.R. 
5. The feverkh pktparationa of capidkt mites for new im- 
ptriplipt wm have m a e d  a pre-war atmtqhere. The yearn of 
ch-e work by the general m8s, the years of wofk of the 
League of Nations as a weapon of imperiPlist wan, the years of 
pernicious, pada-pa&st propaganda by Wd-Dtm-q, wbich 
has been preparing fw war, arc now being brought to romphion. 
All the &meteristic factors of a .p-war amqhcfe rn prcscat: 
the rupture of international treaties and agreements (the v i o l o h  
of the V d e  and Washimgton pledges), the growth of secret 
and open r u m m t s ,  tbe m i h r b t h r  of economic and plrb1.k life 
in 'the ea+k  cwnu iw ,  the inttnsifiatiom of politid m&. 
Economic war, as the prelude of impaidkt war, ia in full swing. 
F&, with h unbridled chamkt p d a ,  with ies gorpl 
of n a t b m h  UW-hatrtd, L d g  a psychdogid at- 
maphtre foF b l d y  maswmes; .s crussde k going om &nst the 
C o m m ~  manifmcahm of m m  discontent &re d t d  with 
ever more terrorist eharactex, creating the +ity tbat the bour- 
gaoisie will once again risk &rowing the peoples into a b l d y  
dnnghttr. And ttte toiling msws of the whole world must know 
that from tbe first day after its outbreak the new imperialist war 
will still f urthtr accelerate tbt process of f askt ion of all capitalist 
mtes; it will create an atmosphere of reaction in which it will be 
diflicult to breathe, unless the tders put an end to the ca@st 
qsttm before it drags them into the catastrophe of war. 
But the greatet event of the past year was the coming to power 
of the fascists in Germany. This was an cvent of no small im- 
portance. In the h t  place, tbe &g up of f d t  dictatonhip 
in Gcrmany has driven one of the moat powerful parties of the 
Communkt International, the Communist Party of Germany, into 
illegaliq, into an illegality more grhoup than has ever been seen 
in history before. Millions of toilers followed this Party. Of all 
the Cmnmunist Parties in capidkt countries it was closest to winning 
over the majority of the working h. This fact alone makes it 
imphi'blc for us to disregard this event, to  neglect to make use of 
the lessom which d the other sections of the Communist Xnterna- 
tional have to learn from thie murderous blow that has been struck 
at the German proletariat. The setting up of fascist dictatorship in 
Gcrmny i bringing about a new re-grouphg of forces among the 
capitah powen; it brings nearer to a tremendous degree the out- 
break of new imperialist wars; it is a blow not only at the German 
p a o l e 6 4  but it is directed in d its sharpness against the focus- 
point of world BoMcVmm-+he U.SS.R. It has drawn the whole 
of Cenval Europe into the orbit of fascist development; it has 
accelerated the process of fascization in al l  capidkt countries, in- 
tensifying the hurricane of reaction, rousing, with its fitful blasts, 
the storm of mvolution. Another reason why the Plenum cannot 
disregard this event is becaw it has caused a tremendous trans- 
valuation of values in the minds of the world pol-f less 
extent, it is m c ,  than at  the time of the World War but none the 
less a transvaluation the importance of which should not be un- 
derestimated. It has accelerated the process of the dipintegration of 
world Sodal-Democracy, and thig l h w k  constitutes a new factor 
of the +ti& developent since the Twelfth Plenum of tbt 
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E.C.CJ. The successes of socialist cunstruction in the U.S.S.R. 
on the one hand and the economic cripis in capitalist countries on 
the other haw brought in their train a crisis of Sccial-Democracy. 
The bankruptcy of German Social-Demmacy in the face of fas- 
&, together with the feverish preprations of the capidkt world 
for an imperialisr war, have converted this crisis into the incipient 
disintegration of the Second International. 
But the setting up of fascist dictator9hip in Gemany has caused 
some vacillations in the lahi stable links of the Communist Parties. 
In France, England, Czechoslovakia, S w i w r h d ,  Austria, and 
even in Gtmany itself, there were found individual persons for 
whom this test proved too severe. The stand dcta on the German 
question has become a touchstone hawing the degree of W e -  
vimtir>n of the various sections of the Communist Inttrnatiad, 
the degree of their Bolshenik stamina, of their ability to meet abrupt 
changes in the course of c v e n d a n g e s  with which the end of 
capitalist stabilization is inevitably connected-with their heads held 
high. And we must say at this Plenum with supreme satisfaction 
that the sections of the Cornintern have stood this test with honor. 
Only think, comrades, what would have happened if thi event 
kad occurred a few years ago when the bolsbevizstion of the ec- 
tions of the Comintern was going forward in alternating crises. 
Such an event would inevitably have been followed by a profound 
crisis in the Comintern. And in eontrast to h i s  at the present day 
the German Communist Party has not only ha t  had this crisis but 
it is upholding the banner still more heroically, raking it dl higher, 
drenched in the blood of its best sons, of the best fighters in the 
working class. The conduct of Dimitrov at the Leipig &l done 
causes our hearts to beat with pride at the thought that our world 
Communist Party has reared many Dimitmw, that tens of &ow 
an& of German Communism are evoking rcspect even among heir 
enemies by their steadfaatncss and by their supreme devotion to tht 
c a w  of world proletarian r e v o l h ,  And against the background 
of this mass heroism all the mom shamcfuI is the dwrtion o f  the 
Remmela and Neumanns, who in their political lint reflect the 
demoralization of thost sections of the backwad workem who have 
followed Social-Democracy and who have last their bearings after 
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the capitulation of German Social-Demacracy to fascism. Eag& 
ona m t e :  'The movement of the proletariat necessarily passes 
through difFerent stages of development; at each stage some people 
get stuck and & not go further." And Remmelc and Ncumann 
hvc got stuck in the Social-Democmic swamp, have got stuck be- 
caw they werc criminally &us to take a d ~ ~  of the blow 
infiimd an the German working t b s  in order to defame the Party 
md its BoIshevh leadership 
TRcre w o t  be the slightest doubt that the line of the C.P.G. 
and of its leader, Comrade Thlmann,  in not joining open armed 
httle with the fascipt gangs, was absolutely correct. At the prcsent 
time, as is clear from the trial on the burning of the Reichstag, it 
wan thc plan of the fascist scoundrels to provoke thk bath in Mder 
to cut off and ph$caIly annihilate the vanguard of the German 
w d g  class. And this was a h  what German Sd-Democracy 
and the whole Second International wanted when they rcjacted the 
Comhtcrn's proposaI of March 5 for a united front of struggle 
a g a k  f h .  To lead the German Communists under the axe 
of fasEism, to finish ofF at one stroke one of the advance detach- 
ments of world Bolshevism, the C.P.G.-+hi9 was also in line with 
the w i s h  of the Wclscs It was just for this reason that thc Wch, 
wbo did not want to fight f&, &dined the repeated atlernpts of 
the C.P.G. ur organize n joint struggle of the Social-Democratic 
and Communist workers against f a d .  
T h e  scoundrel Trotsky, who has become the chief purveyor of 
"i&as" for i n t e r n a t i d  reaction, was likewise trying to bring about 
the rout of ThacImm's Party, which remained loyal to the Com- 
intan. And these malicious plans of Geman fascism and &I- 
f a d  in re& to the C.P.G. are mast intimately e ~ w n d  with 
the whde p'tion of the Second Internatid in regard to world 
BoIshevim and the U.S.S.R. Internat id  Socd-Dtmacracy, in 
conjunction with Trow, wodd have liked to see the armed de- 
sauction of the U.S.S.R., for it b& that the victory of W b m  
brings with it the death of SoeiaI-Democracy. 
And it would have been pure adventurism if tht German Corn- 
mu& Pa-, relying on a part of the proletariat split by Social- 
Dun- part which was moreover bhted  from rhe psmtry 
and the urban pmy bourgahie, and which did not have any mod 
forces at its dhpd-had got involved in a httIe with the unitcd 
fascist gangs and the Rcichswehr. 
T o  the same,category bIong the accusations launched by in- 
dividual defeatists a+ the C.P.G. to the effaa that after Sodal- 
D e m m e y  had de&td h proposal for a united front of struggle, 
it did not devdw am'ons on is own hhiativc. not actions of an 
armed character but actions in g t n e d .  And'hm it k perfectly 
clear that we bave to do with rrarrot-like imitators of W - D e m o c -  
racy who have succumkd to h e  p r w r e  of kid-Democra~y and 
are trping to &if t the mponsib1ity from it on to tht German Cam- 
munist Parry. Inatead of pillorying German W - D e m o c r a y  be- 
fore the working c k  of heir own c o u n ~ m a n  W- 
Demmacy wh'i- has forcsaktn the prolemiat in b dinst meed, 
which ha debirately led it, unarmed both marcdly  and p h i a l l y ,  
a under the axe of the fasdst h a n g m c d a  pcople are casting a 
stone at the P a q  which has courageously done i~ d u q  and con- 
tinues to do its duty by the proletariat. Such peoph rtpre~ent an 
obstacle to the winning over of the W-Remocr~tic workrs, and 
it is  ne- to ntposc them in order to wage a succ~fu lmuggle  
against M-Drmocraep. 
11. The Shifting in the. Correlation of Class Forces 
The importance of the coming to power of the fascism in Ger- 
many Iies also in the  fact that it has exercised an influence m the 
correlation of the forces of the proletariat and the bourgeoisie in 
other capitalist countries. 
The teasons for the self-assurance of the forces of reaction 
are to be w q h t  for in the I@ of w o r k g  class, which is a 
consequence of the treacherous policy pursued by internatiand So- 
cial-Demmcy. The treachery of Social-Democracy helped the 
bourgeoisie to suppress the proletarian revolutions in the central 
empires in 1 9 19-2 1 ,  to effect the stabilization of capitalism on the 
h e s  of the working class. It is helping the bourgeoisie at the 
present time both to pursue a policy aiming at war and the setting 
up of f b t  dictatorship and to bring about both of these even at 
the present time in individual capitalist countries. 
It is nor today nor was it during the past year that the working 
dass was split. Here it is not a case of quantitative changes. T h e  
new factor con& in the imwrtanct which the s~ l i t  of Ihe work- 
ing dass acquires in view of the maturing of fascism and imperialist 
war. In the period of capitalist stabilization Sacid-Dcmaeracy bc- 
trayed strikes, but the workers suffered only partial defeats. Treach- 
ery in the face of advancing fascism is a blow at the working c h  
as a whole. This crime is of an almost e q d l y  great hhkorieal 
character as the betrayal of August 4, as the bfmdy suppression of 
the German proletarian revolution. Consider for a moment how 
the world would look todav if the vile Social-Democratic re~tiIe 
had been crushed within the borkina dass. if the world labor mbve- 
ment were united under the 1ed&hip bf the Communist Party 
and the Communist International, coupled w*th the existence of 
the S w i e t  Union plus the Soviets in China. Then there would be 
no German fascism, no threat of imperialist war. 
The sttdng up of fascist dmatorship permits the bourgeoisit 
t e m p ~ y  to rcconuie tbc interests of various groupq to r a y  
these groups into one shock uoop against the working c h ;  it 
greatly increases the rdtance of the bourgFoisit to the proletarian 
a direction unfavorable to the proletariat, 
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revolution. And over against these serried ranb of the bourgMiPie 
and the forces of reaction there stands a split working class 'Ilk 
fact alone changes the correlation of forces in capitalii count+ in 
This docs not mean of coutsc that thtge dynamics in the cor- 
relation of forces may not change and change with extreme ra$ditp. 
This process is already going on and will inevitably go on with 
camtrophic swiftncs8 under conditions prtvailing at the end of 
capitah stabilization, but the development of fascist tendencies in 
the cap;& world is for the time being rendering the conditions 
for the, struggle of the proletariat less favombIe. The crisis i s  
having s tremendous revolutionizing effect on the but it 5 
a h  creating tremendous cadres of untmpIoyed, especially among 
the youth, part of whorn arc today k i n g  attracted by fh with 
its de~paratt social demagogy. 
F d  influenew are thus penetrating into individual sections 
of the proletariat. 
Take into account, moreover, the increased dX~culy of the ' 
strike struggle under conditions of the crisis, the terrorism of the 
employers in the factories, the unheard+f pr*isure of the state 
apparatus of terrorist dictatorship upan the working c h ,  thc great 
difficulty invdved in developing open f m s  of the labor movement, 
and it wii be clear to you where the causes arc to be sought for 
the relative hitch in the labor movement in capitalist count& bc- 
tween the Twelfth and Thirteenth Plenums of &e E.C.C.I., and 
why the labor movement in these countries is not marching steadily 
onward. 
And it is preckly in these changes that we must seek the ex- 
pIanation of the fact that the total number of members in the pr- 
ties forming sections of the Cornintern has not increased in c m -  
prison with the figures at the time of the Twelfth Plenum of 
the E.C.C.1. 
mu dg#i not mean of course that individual se&m of the 
C d b c m  have not grown. The Chmcse C o m m d  P a q ,  for . 
cnmplc, has inmawd its membership by 100,000 during one par, 
Pad numbers about 400,000 membem at the present timt. But 
there are sections which have suflered cruelly during the past year 
fmm the blows of the c h s  enemy. And without hubt  h t  phct 
in respect of ttre numbcr of victims bclmgs to the German Com- 
munist P q ,  which since the moment when the f+ came to 
power has h upwrvds .of 2,000 bled, 60-70,000 imprhed in 
concentration camps, but which nwcrtheI- as Comrade Pieck 
has tdd us, has d a d  about 100,001) members in im ranb. 
If the German Communist Party d a y  appeared before the 
Menun e v m  with me-hdf or with me-third of this number, even 
in,&& & tke & d d  my that the C.P.G. remains a model section 
of; the ~danrnuilist International. But it is not only in Germany 
& rcpr- hive been dealt wt; during this year thcp have 
affected to a 1- or greater extent the majority of the sec ths  of 
the Communist International. During the eight months of 1933, 
according to the data of the Executive Committee of the I . R A ,  
them have been 46,000 pemm U t d ,  t 60,000 wounded or maimed 
and 228,000 r e v o l u t i q  workers and v t s  m d ,  the OVCP 
whelming majority of whom are members of the Communist Parties 
or active adherents of Communist ideas. 
In Japan there were 14,000 arrested during the p t  two pears, 
while 30,000 have been arrested since 1929. This figure is enough 
for s whde party! 
But we must not forget that this ycar has been connected with 
the tramition of a large number of wrr sections to an illegal or 
mi-ltgd pition. The Communist Party has been supprad not 
only in Germany but also in Austria and in other countries; thc 
Communist prtas has been dosed down, the Red trade unions arc 
being supjmsed. 
And if under these conditions when the white terror is spread- 
ing, the Communist Parties of capitah countries, which in the p t  
have had no expFxience of illegality, which have grown up in an 
atma+crt of bourgeois legdism, have retreated in good order te 
an illegal @'on and have been able, although with difficulty, to 
reconmct the methods of their work, that h e  is a p a t  aehiwe-' 
ment of the Canhitern. 
It must be undersbood that thc general tendency of drwlop. 
ment undtf conditions of an indablc  dash of two h atid two 
worI& of the iatensificd growth of an- between tbcm, 
will lead to a regime in relation to the o q m k b  of the h d b  
c h  undcr which there be no pIace f a  dements of d
demomatic h i  Bourgeois d k m u d p  will continue to t m p  
and b o y  revolutiwrary organidons of the working c h  with- 
out mereg, and thin drcamsmet m a charpettrhk spmpm of 
the epoch of revolutions and war. 
The cbvlgw in the correlatjon of h fomm in qbbt 
countries are likewise coxlnected with the mgthening af f d  
influence among the pevrantrp and the urban pettp. bourgsoiah. Of 
the sections of the Cominttrn only individual Communiet Partie9, 
such as the Bulgarian Party, have been able to d d a b  their in- 
fluence over the pmntxy, while in the ovcmhelmtrg majoritp of 
capitalist countries the p s m w y  have hitherto followed the bow- 
gtoip prb Here h e  new factor which has betll apparent during 
the past year i~ that under the influence of the stvcrt Pgr;uian akk 
more or 1wa mxlsidtrable groups of the peasantry in individual 
counm'cs have shifted over into the camp of f h .  
The s t  pmc- have been all the more marked among the urban 
ptty bourgeoisit and the "middle" smaa who have bcca mined by 
the crisis. Here we must say frankly that not one Communist 
Party of capihlh countries has hithem devoted its attention to 
winning over the urban ptctg bourgeoisie to the side of the prole- 
tariat or even to the task of nediz ing it. 
And meanwhile fascism, even though it has not succeeded in 
+nning over to its side the rwmes of the proletariat, has undoubt- 
edly made a s* forward in this direction. The force of amadon 
nf these reserves towards the proletarit has been weakened by the 
fact of the split in the world labor movement, for the p~ttg bwr- 
geoisie respec& the prestige of power and wavers towards tbe side 
which imp- it m a  by its power. 
F W y ,  in the colonia, if we do not count China, the past 
year, in consaqucnce of the differentiation of the natkd-nvoIu- 
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*nary movement, has been marked in corn+ with previous 
yeam by a certain weakening of the sweep of thl movement-re- 
acmbling rather the calm before the storm, but nevertheless a d m  
which pwmits the bourgeoisie to descend with d the greater fury 
upon tbt prokmriat. 
Thi whdt situation has undmbeedly coatriited to a maturing 
of the e l emen~  of fascism and war more rapid than was the we 
previously. And at the same time it has given international Sodal- 
Democracy and its renegade imitators an opportunity to proclaim 
that the coming perid  is a period of counter-revolution. 4 
Can we consider this perid as one onJy of black remion like 
that which began in Europe after the supppcssion of the revolu- 
tion of 1848 or thc d i n g  of the Paris Commune in 18717 
No, comrades, history knows different t y p  of reaction, but 
in the main they may be k d  under two heads. Thcre is the 
type of reaction which comes after the def cat of the revolution and 
the rout of the pdctariat when the wave of revolution is on the 
ebb. T h e  ptn'ods whi i  began after 1848 and after 187 1 belong 
to this t p  of reaction. But there have been also other periods of 
frenzied reaction in historp-periods which have preceded rev* 
lutions. It was precisely on the immediate eve of revolution that 
m w h  m ~ e d  to the cruelest methods of tcrmf, The German 
monarchy which was tottering in 191 8 shot down revolutionary 
sailors a few months before its own downffl. The terrorist dic- 
tatwsbip of she war years of 1914-1 8 could nat prevent revolution 
in Central Europe from terminating the WwId War. And never- 
theless during the months and weeks which preceded the end of 
the war, tbe terror against the toilers, against the d i e m ,  to& on 
c@dy savage forms in all. caP;& counaies. Strike were de- 
dared illegal, the free exprwsiw of opinion was punished as high 
trtason, courts martial passed score of death sentences, fire was 
opcned on soldiers who refused to attack the enemy. The terror of 
the ruling da& was not in any way evidence of the  cansolidation 
of their ~ W W ;  they employed terror as a Iast resort M defer the 
outbreak of revolution. 
It is preckcly in relation to such periods that Marx's p r o w  
to the effect that the prty of revolution rallies the party of reaction 
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aquires twofold significance. It applies most of all to a situation 
when the forces of the proletariat have not yet mawed to such an 
extent &at it is possible to commence the overthrowing of the ding 
dass by armed force and when on the other hand the ~~ of 
the ding d m  are $O shaken that they haw to resort to cxtraor- 
&nary measurts in order to maintain their rule. But, commh, 
M a d s  proposition has also its reverse side. The forces of reaction 
likewise rally the forces of revolutian. Fm&m does nut only make 
the struggle of the working d m  more difficult; it also accelerates 
'the processes of the maturing of ibc revolutionary crisis. 
It is just such periods as the present which a r e  characterized by 
the development of two contradictory pr-s, of two rising waves 
-+he wavc of rtvoIution and the wavc of reaction. Both these 
p r m  are shattering the eaphab system frorn different dirtc- 
t iowhamring it ever more extensively, more profoundly, and 
more sharply. And he who at the present time admits the presence 
of only a single ont-sided tendency, the tendency of political reac- 
tion alone, and completely disregards the eIements of the revolu- 
tionary crisis which is maturing, this man inevitably bases himself on 
the recognition of "organized caP;taIism," overcoming the contra- 
dictions which arc tearing it asunder in the unity of reauh. 
What at the pmcnt time are the manifestations of the elements 
of the maturing revolutionary crisis? 
F a y ,  the unprecedented tension of class interrelations. Fas- 
cist dietatorship is introducing into these relations utterly unxnasked 
violence and c X  war. Just as the war of 1914-1 8 did in its time, 
so fascism now, by placing the bayonet on the order of the day, 
is killing the illusion of legalism and bourgeois law among the 
mases. By these m e  methds bourgeois dictatorship $ preparing 
i~ own destruction. 
If the historp of manldod knows no precedents of such a ten- 
sion in class relations, it is not because the d- have not elashed 
previously in more bitter conflicts, but because the economic contra- 
dim'ons which lie at the  roo^ of this tension have passed beyond 
the bounds of anything which mankind has known hitherto. Thc 
dreadful force of prcs~urc which monopoly capital exerts u p  the 
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will inwitably bring in its train revolutioruug outbursts of 
FPSeiBm ia i n d c a h g  a frenzied hatredinto the tding masses 
n a  d y  towards its gang of bandits but also towards the bwr- 
p k k  as the d m  which is r~sprmsiblc for aU PiOlcnce and suppression 
of the toilem. Hc who sows the wind will reap the whirlwind. 
Bppoaitiml pcih~ both in c h  rt~atkns and in inttrnrr- 
tional relations is sdering baukruptcy before our eyes. 
The rule of open violence, both in relations of clasdits and in 
&me of +& stam bawm each other, c o ~ ~ & ~ t t s  the bgsic 
content of the epch of colIapsing capital& after the end of cap  
itpligt d i b t i o n .  This is the characteristic feature of the wcond 
round of ~ m I u t i o n s  and wars. 
The s # c d  element of the world revolutionary crisis which is 
mahuing is the growing indignation of the mnsses. Suppresd, 
driven underground, thi mas  indignation smoulders deep btlow 
the surface in the countries of fascist dictatorship, It9 secret pro- 
cesm arc often not noticeable to the naked eye, and this is why 
they Id to uncxpaed o u t b m .  
In 1916 during the World War h n i n  wrote: 
UTbc m&bt revolution may out aot only in comqneact 
of a great A, a street demrmiktion, a hunger not, a muthy in 
rhc forcq or a colonial rekllion, bat a h  in comquenes of oap 
fitid uids, the D&tm asair, the Zakm incident, or ia 
mdon with a rtfumdum on the d o n  of an o p p d  
d o n ,  tk'- 
French bourgeois historians assert that if anyone had ken walk- 
ing the street3 of Paris a few days btfore the fall of the B d e ,  
he would not have noticed anything such as might have pmaged 
the events of July 14, 1789. Superficial "quiet" misleads the ding + Fa& dictatorship, driving the mass discontent under- 
ground, loses the feeling of reality; it bases its judgment of the 
situation on the reports of those hysterical cretins whom it has a p  
pointed as leaders of its storm detachments. Thasc comrades who -
* M u ,  'The Socialist Rtvolatiou and thc Right of N a t i o ~  to &If- 
XkttnniaationP C o M  Works, Vd. XIX. 
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guarded Nicbolas II when be was held prisoner could tell of the 
dmmt idiotic lack of comprehension for Qc meaning of the events 
taking place in a revolutionary country revealed by this man who 
had had this vast country under his command. Fastism, hie a 
vandal let loose, is smashing the whole system of thm indices by 
which it is px4'bIe to judge of the mte of feeling among the 
-&ti=, trade unianq elections, ctc. And every kind of 
reaction to a lesser or grater extent follows in its f m k .  Hence 
the "unexpcet~d'~ character of mass outbursa. 
I We have had the English general strike of May 1, 1926, the uprising of the Vienna workem on July 15, 1927, the movemcnr 
1 in the English 0m in the autumn of 1931 as s y m m  of tbe 
growing indignation of the in- at the qitalist order of things. 
Can anyone assert that with the development of the crisis this in- 
dignation baa dhhkhtdl Can the degree of tbis indiption in 
the countries of f a  d h t d p  at the present time be mcaamd 
d y  by s t r h  and d c m ~ ~ l  Is not the growth of tb in- 
dignation evidenced by sucb facts as the shooting in Geneva, as the 
events in Rumsnh, as the uprkings in the Dutch fleet by the joint 
action of the Dutch and Malayan dm? 
T M y  and lastly, no d l  part in the  maturing of the elements 
of the world-wick revolutionary crkis is played by the growth of 
influence of the Communist Pa& and of the ideas of Com- 
mu* in general. This influence k making h l f  felt in three 
main ways. First and foremost, it is increasing the number of the 
direct suppofiefi of the aims and & of the Communist Party 
among the working b; secondly, there is a growth in the number 
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of p e d e  who do not dl thtmstlvcs Communisrs but who in- 
stinctivtIy, by virtue of their. dass i d n c t ,  accept our $1- GW 
methods of struggle, m e  the &s of their own h fn m y  
sptaneous svike or in any spommeous movancnt one may find this 
typt of unnrpectcd "ptomotees" from among the milsses them- 
s e h  Finally, the influence of the ideas of Comm& is shown 
by the way in which they penetrate into the mnh of h d e  ore- 
nhtions and above all into the rank of S d - D e m o e r w ,  whieb . . 
accelerates the prwm of the latte$s disintegration. 
m. The Forces of Revolution 
But what is the relative impoltance of the tendencies of the 
world revoIutionary crisis in comparison with the tendency of fas- 
cism and war? 
This qdon can only be answered by reckoning up the forces 
of revolution which stand against the world forces of reaction. The 
forces of revolution are, firstIy, the Communist Parties of capitalist 
countries, secondly, the national revolutionary movements in the 
colonies, thirdly, Soviet China, and fourthly, the Soviet Union as the 
decisive and all-important factor in the world proletarian revolution. 
T h e  Communist Parties of rnfitalist countries are a very im- 
portant factor in the world proletarian revolution, but with the 
exception of certain individual sections the Communist Parties do not 
yet have an organized mass basis-a fact which permits the elements 
of fasciwn and war to grow with extreme rapidity. Besides this the 
Communist Parties have a number of great shortcomings in their 
work. 
Firstly, all Communist Parties of capitalist countries without 
exception make insufficient use of the world economic crisis in order 
to strengthen themselves politically and organizationally. They 
have not always headed the movement of the working CIS for its 
partial demands; they have not developed a huge mass movement of 
the unemployed in conformity with the dimensions of the present 
crisis; they have not always been able to mobilize the rnases around 
dear, concrete slogans, conforming to the state of feeling among 
these masses, for the struggle against capitalism and bourgeois dic- 
tatorship. And the reason for the weak work of the Communist 
Party in this sphere lies in the opportunist passivity and sectarian 
habits which have not yet been outlived and which hinder both the 
organizational and the political growth of the seaions of the Corn- 
intern. And if the Communist Parties, especially the less numerous 
ones, had overcome the= manifestations of opportunism, they would 
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have come to this Plenum today with other results than those which 
they a d y  have. 
Questions of mass @tics and mas work must become the 
cornerstone of the whole activity of the Communist Pa* if the 
latter are seriously reckoning on bl&g the way to f& and 
imperiak war and on speeding up the maturing of the elements of 
world revolutionary crisis. 
Secondly, the Communist Parties have made insufficient use of 
the bankruptcy of bourgeois democracy in Germany and of the 
political and organizational crisis of German Social-Dunowicy in 
order to undermine the f oundaticrns of the influence of the whole 
Second International. There has not been a diciently d u t e  
Bolshevik affcnsivc against international Social-Dtmoeraey on the 
part of the sections of the Cornintern. Oppomnist waverings have 
begun, as reflected by Hubert-Droz in the Swiss Cummunist Parv, 
by Gutmann in the Cxchodovabian Pary, by Schueller in the Aus- 
trian Party-waverings which amount to a weakening of the 
struggle against Social-Democracy, to an open lap*ng into Social- 
Democratic @ions, and which introduce a "spirit of wavering and 
oppomnism, a spirit of h & t h  and demoraliatia." (6talin.) 
Comrade Ercoli a& us what is the explanation of the fact that 
Social-Democracy managed to execute this maneuver, to unfold a 
new series of theories and arguments in defense of the treachery of 
German Social-Demacvcy, We answer that it is just because the 
offensive of the ections of the Comintcrn against inter~tionaI So- 
cial-Democracy has not been strong enough. There have been 
people who began to doubt whether Sod-Democracy, after the 
blow inflicted on it by the Hitler government, is the main social bul- 
wark. of the bourgeoisie. As though the question of the social f unc- 
tion of the WeIses and Blums were decided by the form of bur- 
geok dictatorship! 
The main question determining the rale of Social-Democracy in 
the system of bourgeois dictatorship i whether Sd-Democracy 
af tcr Hitler's coming to power continues to be an agent of -pita1 
within the working dass, an agent which splits the ranks of the pro- 
Itmiat and thereby facilitates the victory of fascism, and con- 
sequent1 y whether it helps to preserve capitalii. 
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Has the podion of bid-Dmoeraey changed, since it wa ex- 
pJlod frmn the R e i w ,  on the question of the attitude towards 
the C~mmunkt P a y ,  towards the Soviet Union, towards prolemian 
revohtion, towards the &is struggIe, towards the united front for 
repulsing f h ,  etL? 
No, corn&, and hence the conchion is that Soeia-Democ- 
racy remains, as was correctly stated in the theses, the main 6 1  
bulwark: of the bourg&. 
qirdly,  the Communist Parties, with the exception of the 
Japnest, the Chin-, and perhaps the French, have made W- 
dent use of the menace of imperialist war for moblizing the massts 
for a struggle against chauvinism and the war danger. And here 
the blame lies on a fa& argument which has penetrated into our 
&; somewhere or ocher attempts are being made to interpret 
the theses given by Lenin to the delegatim to the Hague Conference 
as meaning that it is impi'ble to hind& the coming of imprialist 
war, that a real mtut ion will only begin as a d t  of a new im- 
perialist war. This is a m h k ,  comrades. 
The Cornintern and its sections would present a pretty spectacle 
indeed if at &the moment of an attack on the U.S.S.R. by the capid- 
ist world we began to wait for capitalism to bleed to death before 
commencing militant action upon it. 
Remember, comrades, that in the smsggk against the prtpara- 
tions for an out-and-out reactioaay impedist war of the qitdkt 
world a& the U.S.S.R., you in your countries wiU have to parry 
the f dl brunt of the clas enemy's blow under conditions of frenzied 
term& and chauvinism. You should be ready for this, because 
there a n  be no faint-htartedness or retreat. Though the sections 
of the Cornintern arc not sufficiently strong orgmizatiody, &mgh 
the class enemy may gtcm strong to them with his threat of tank 
guns, all sorts of armamen& on land, on sea and in tbe a-11 
our strength is not yet fully developed, it is as yet in a state of 
potentiality* 
One thing which ditinguishcs bourgeois from prdetarian dic- 
ta8tmship b the fact that: in bourg~oia dic~storship there is a deep gulf 
h e e n  the aims and interests which it upholds and its multifarious 
mass hasis. In p r d e h n  dictatorship there is no such gulf. 
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But it is just this guif in bourgeois d i c t a d i p ,  including fascist 
dictatorship, which form its organic defect, Ieading inevitably to 
shiftings and "leakages" in its & 
It must not be forgoaten &at those same people who went m 
War h AIIpSt 19 14 with p a h t i c  mgS, W k h  b a ~ ~ e t s  deckad ~ i t b  
lowers, by the end of the war were using these bayonee to smb 
their officers. The forces of reaction least of d reveal 6 1  stab- 
ility ; they are quagmires, they are subjected to subterranean shncks, 
to shakings of ttrc ground under their feet. 
The processes by which the mases dcsert fh are inwitable, 
and they are already beginning in Germany. It is just btcpm of 
this that we cannot speak of an interruption in the development of 
the revolutionary proem in Germany. The maturing of the ctisis 
in Gemany has not come to an end; it bas only takm on other 
forms, it is developing by zig-zags instead of a dkta upward fine. 
There arc some comrades who say that the setting up of a f d  
dictatorship in Germany indicts the severest defeat on the whde in- 
ternational working c h .  There can be no doubt that the victory 
of fascism in Germany is a severe blow not only for the German 
working dass. Bur then the world working dashi has k n  tremen- 
dous victories during this year in China and in the Soviet Union. It 
is i m p i l e  to bast one's d a t e  of the correlation of forces on one 
individual country done. "Today it is necessary to speak," as Com- 
rade Stalin said, ''of proletarian world revolution, for the separate 
n a t i o d  fronts of cap id  have become limb in a single chain called 
the world front of imperialism . . ." The victories won in China 
and the U.S.S.R. have turned the scale of the correlation of h 
forces on the international arena in favor of thc prdetsfiot. And the 
process~s of revolutionary fermentation in the colonies have had an 
effect in the same direction. They have not everywhere been mani- 
fested in forms of strife, but imperialism has not consolidated irs 
pition in thc colonies. The differentiation of the national revolu- 
tionary movement has weakened the sweep of this movement,-but 
it has mngthened the influence of the Communist Parties over the 
sections of the toilers who are dm&g the national reformiss. In 
Manchuria at the prwent time there arc over 100,000 e s  as 
c o m ~ e d  with the several hundred thousand there were previously 
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but thh movement is noi under the leadership of General Ma or 
Su Ping-wen, but under the leadership of chiefs who have been pro- 
moted by ttte mssses themsclvco. 
Furthermore, the past year bas bcen characterized by an upsurge 
of the national revolutionary movement in Arabian countries (Syria, 
Palesthe, Algeria, Tunis, etc.). But there can be no doubt that 
the gut& wlcccssea of d have bcen gained by the Chinese nvolu- 
tim in the Soviet districo. The Chinese Communist Party, the 
Chinese Soviets, the Chinese Red Army-this is not simply a move- 
ment but an organized workers' and p e w & '  state, a state better 
organiztd and more civilized than any capitalist state. In this state 
the headsman's axe is unknown, the fruits of human genius are 
not consigned to the bonfire ; this state is recognized by the most 
rabid enemies of the Chinese revdution as the firmest and most 
stable government in China. 
This smtt has alrtady become a serious factor in international 
plitie; it is carrying on negotia?ions with the governments of in- 
dividual provinces; the most powerful mpi& a t e s  have to reckon 
with its existence; the Chinese Soviets today are already threatening 
the flank of Japanwe impendism, constituting a factor which is 
holding up the latter's offem've against the Soviet Union, for the 
Japanese imperialists understand that in the event of an act of ag- 
gression against the U.S.S.R. 400,000,000 Chinese will be set in 
motion and that the Chinese Soviets may place themselvw at the 
head of s movement for the natid-revolutionarg libemtion of 
Chiha from the yoke of the imperialists, for haring Manchuria 
and Northern China from the army of occupation of the Japan= 
robbers. The successes of Soviet China do not only render the 
Chinese revolution invinuiIe; they sIso strengthen the positions of 
the world working dass in the struggle with the bourgeoisie and 
make Soviet China a most important element in the world revolu- 
rionay crisis which is maturing. 
And what is happening in the U.S.S.R.? Hue it is not a case 
simply of the Magfiitcgorsk bIast furnaces and the lights of Dniepro- 
strop. The fact that the Donbas is now for the first time after 
several years f ulfiIlimg its extremely intensive program of coal pr- 
duetion, that the land of socialist constmctbn is now approaching a 
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finre of 26,000 tons of pig-iron per day-this is only me small 
isdated ilIustration against the magnificent background of the pic- 
ture of the present day ind the near future which is unfolding 
before us. This year we have gatbered in a mapscent harvest, 
the a u m n  sowing campaign has been carried out in an tffieient 
manner by the collective farms, a mighty work has been carried out 
by millions of collective farmers in the struggle against weeds. In 
our country there has never heen such a high quality of sawing, such 
a careful tillage of the ma, as there has been this year. The land has 
been ploughed up in preparation for the spring sowing of industrial 
crops in a way that old Russia never knew. Our leader, our teacher, 
our tried and trusted battle-Ieader and great strategkt of the world 
proletarian revolution, Comrade Stalii ( l e d  +e) has t d  the 
Party and thc country of the toilers that this year must be the last 
year of our difficulties, and the whole Party and the country are 
working with pertinacity, with indomitable energy to carry this sl* 
gan into effect. At the present time we are working at pig-breeding 
and putting into this task d our revolutionary ardor, Bolshevik 
vigor, dl the flaming energy of formtr fighters on the front of the 
civil war* Next spring w e  will develop poultry-breeding on a mas 
scsle, bowing that the world revolutionary crisis is hatching in the 
Swicr egg; during the next two years we will increase the quantity 
of cattle and we a r e  convinced that the Soviet YaroslavI cow wilI 
gore not only f e r n  but the whole of world capi-. You un- 
derstand why it is that during the past year there has been an 
unexampled strengthening of the collective farm system in our 
countrp, based on a marked in- in the value of the workday* 
in the cdlective farm. Last ycar a collective farm where a fanner 
obtained 3-4 kilos for one workday was reckoned a good colledve 
farm, whereas in the present year such collective farms am not 
mu& in favor with us. Thanks to the correct general line of our 
Party, the present year has brought with it a strengthening of labor -
* Workday: A unit for accounting tlst 1aImr w e t  by members of 
mtldvc fama and calculated accurding to tk character, quantity and 
quality of the work pufor~~ed.  T h e  i m m e  of the mIIcctivc farm is 
distribilctd among its membcn according to the number of w o r k d a ~  put ia 
by cech member. 
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d i i l i n t  on the c d e a i v e  farms, strengthening of the socialist at- 
titude to labor, and increased faith in the Party and the Soviet power 
among the d c c t i v e  farm masw. This is especially striking among 
the women collective farmers. I can assure you that the non-Party 
womtn of our collective farms have a stronger and sounder as- 
surance in regard to the perspectives of the revolution than h, for 
example, the ex-member of the E.CC.T., Remrnele. T h e  collect- 
ivization of agriculture, developed on the b& of the technical rev- 
olution which we have effected, has mashed to p k a  the old division 
of b r  under which the woman colkctiw farmer only did house- 
work. She bas now taken her place at the wheel of the tractor and 
the harvermr combine; she bas become the mechanic of a thtzshing 
machine, she has gone to plwgh the fields. T h e  woman cd& 
farmer, yarday the &vt of howhold chores, has come to feel 
herself a mistrtss of the new colleaive farm system enjoying equal 
rights with the men; her c h  consciousne88 has grown unbdkablp, 
and the Sovict power is now winning over new millions of such 
women, awakened to pkd life by the collcetive f m  revolution, 
as conscious budders of h e  smdkt society. 
During this year the basis of the prole& dictatomhip has 
bmdened in the countrgside and in the town. A d i n g  blow has 
been indicted on the kulak and his wrecking w o r k  blow f m  
which he will never rtcwcr. The collective farms have become the 
unshakable foundation of our Soviet system. And all this helps 
to increase the defensive capacity of the Soviet Union. Tt is here 
not only a question of the technical arming of the Red Army but 
of the political arming of the party and the Soviet power with tbc 
devotion of millions of tders. The overcoming of our diflicultiu 
which we are about to effect is exercising and will exercise a tre- 
mendous rwolutioniiing influence over the toXing mwsa of capid- 
ist countries. And if by successf d y  fulfilling the first Five-Year 
Pian we have shown the whole world that only &dim can ensure 
a mighty development of the productive f orcw, then by overcoming 
our difiicultia at the beginning of the Second Five-Year Plan we 
arc convincing a l l  the toilers that only d i s m  can guarantee the 
highest standards of living among the m a s  and their mattrial 
wdfarc. Do you fed, comrades, what a mighty weapon you are 
receiving in your struggle against capitalism and Social-Democracy? 
T o  the Germaa prdttariaas, our dass and Partg brothers, im-ned 
in the f&t jails and concentration camps, this Plenum must sty: 
W e  hear you, brothers, we are proud of your stmggh, suffer for 
your dictions. Thousands of hammers am beating in the Soviet 
land, mashing the shell of the old world, deeping the rifts in the 
~11pitak system and bringing nearer the hour of dcliveranm to he 
whole world proletariat. 
rV. The Tasks of the Communist Parties 
But if there are contradictory tendencies in h c  course of world 
development, the international situation is rendered all the more' 
complicated by the fact that the effects of the general cris'i of 
mpitdism make chemselvcs felt unevenly in the various capitalist 
counmes; and hcncc it fo1Iows that the degree of capitalism's col- 
lapse in individual countries, and the sharpness of class relations in 
tbem is uneven, that the processes of fascization proceed uncvcnly 
in view of the different levels attained by the labor movement, 
and a h  the mercnt gradations in the maturing of the re- 
lutionary crisis. This must be all the more forcibly stressed be- 
au, however great the role played by Germany in the intricate 
complex of world relations, it is nevertheIcss impsi'ble to inter- 
nationalize German fascism and tie down all parties to identical 
tactical tasks made to fit the conditions in Germany. There can be 
no doubt that the elements of fascism are maturing in aIl capitalist 
countries, but in the first place is forms will be different, and in 
the second place the type of German fascist development is by no 
means obligatory for other capitalist countries which are moving to- 
wards the setting up of the fascist form of bourgeois dictatorship. 
The French bourgeoisie, for example, finds the husk of bourgeois 
democracy, serving as it does as a convenient screen for f a d  
methods, more advantageous at the present stagt than optn fascist 
dictatorship. Firstly, this democratic husk gives the French bour- 
geoisie a ready-made ideology in the furure imperialist war with 
Germany; secondly, it permits French imperialism better to achieve 
its aims both in the colonies and among the vassal states; thirdly, 
by upholding democratic illusions among the workers, it permits the 
French bourgeoisie to consolidab the regime of political bondage 
and ewnomic exploitation of the proletariat. 
Taking these factors into account, we must warn the sections 
of the Cornintern against a dilettante universalism which may tend 
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to base the t a c h  of the Communist Parties on general tendencies 
of development without considering the pe&iits of e a 4  indi- 
vidual countnt. The mh of the Communist Parties must be s t M v  
differentiated'in conformitv with the concrete sintation of the prestn; 
day and with the given cArrelation of forces is their own duntry. 
If we are to sum up thege tasks according to the tppes of develop 
ment of individual countries, they may be reduced to the following 
proP0s;tions: - - 
Pirsdy, the Communist Parties must do all in their powm not 
to permit an irnp&&t, oui-md-out remd- war of t h  c w s t  
d IC+ thb So& U&, the fatherland of all the toil~rs and 
the bulwark of the world proletarian revolution. And here, com- 
rades, it is not a question of war in general, of war in the abstract, 
preparations for which are designed for a period of many years, 
but of a concrete war with which the Soviet Union is being threat- 
ened at the present time by predatoxy Japan% imperialism- Today, 
we must pive the theses of the Sixth Con- of the Comintern 
about theustrugglc against imperdh warsY. more concrete inter- 
pretation in regard to the situation which is being created in the Far 
h. And here the most important part falls to  the young Com- 
munist Partp of Japn, to the Korean Communists and to the 
Chinese Communists of Manchuria. The work of the Communists 
in fighting the menace of war against the Soviet Union is most in- 
timately bound up with the struggle against the robber war which is 
already being waged by Japan= imperialism in China. Defense of 
the Chinese toiling masses by all means which the situation may 
dictate-this also means the defense of the Soviet Union. Tbe 
Communists of England, tht U.S.A., France, have not done 
enough, as Comrade Wan Min has c m p h d d ,  to defend xcv- 
olutionary China. You were not able to remove the ditty hand of 
your imperialists from China, you were not dcicntly strong--let 
us grant that! But your agitation was deficient in fire, in a live 
feeling of indignation impressing the worker by its sincerity; there 
were too few of those acts of struggIe which would have made the 
Chinese worker and pewnt feel &at their cause is the blood-cause of 
world Communism. The Conmunkm of England, the U.S.A. and 
France must unfold a struggle against the help which their gov- 
ernments are rendering to Japan= imptrialism in arming it for 
war @st China, for aggrdon against the Swiet Union. 
Seedy, the Communist? of France, Germany and P o h d  
must do everything b th& power not to permit a new Franc* 
Gcman or German-Polish war. 
T M y ,  the Communists must be on the altrt not to pe&t the 
s s thg  up of fa& dicww in thost cou~tries where the bour- 
geoisie has set about fascizing the state apparatus, Not one inch to 
the bourgeaisic without r e h n c c  from the Communist Party, 
mobilizing the masses for this struggle. For every particle of 
h i r t y  for the working c h  and the toilers an indefatigable struggle 
must be waged-- struggle linked up with the defense of the &ly 
needs of the p l b t .  Bear in mind, comrades, that the unpre- 
cedented sharpening of the d m  q I e  does not remove the p- 
tial demands of the toilers right up to thc last decisive struggle, but 
lends these demands a tremendous revdutionary sting, directed 
+nst the whole symrn of bourgeois dictatorship. In the struggle 
against fascism which aims at seizing the state apparatus, in the 
struggle against fascist dictatorship which is being set up, the Com- 
munist Parties -not dispense with such a weapon of class rc- 
sistan~e as 4 t  m m  political strike. 
F+, the Cornmurh must exert all their strength to 
w d w m  fasoirt -w w k c  ib k a L d j  b6m rut up. The 
view that fa& dictatorship EM be replaced only by the proletarian 
dictatorship smach of "automstimn2' Without doubt, in such a 
countrg as Germany, proletarian dictatorship EP coming to xeplace 
fascism. But cxpkncc  also tells us that where the Communist 
Parties are weak, where the working class has not come under their 
leadership as an iudependent force, fascist d i c t a d i p  has been re- 
placed by k g t &  dictatorship in the form of a republic, ns for 
enrnplc in Sfin. Therefore the p i t y  of a fdtdemoeratic  
see-saw is by no means prcduded, if the Communists do not indict 
a G v e  blow on Social-Democracy, An especially important in- 
ternational task of the whole world Communist movement is to 
strorggk agabwt G m  fa& and to guppwt the heroic struggle 
of the German Communist Partp in every way. T o  hasten thc 
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know how many of the Communist Partics will remain in a semi- 
legal position up to the outbreak of war, but wc know for certain 
that on the w t b d  of war the d n s  of the Caninurn will have 
to go underground. D o  not let the Communist Parties tell us that 
their c a b  are weak and not prepred for underground work. We 
answer in the words of Lenin: 
u not tntt m say that 4bc French are incapable' of syatunatic 
ilkgal work. Untrue! Tbc French quickly learacd to ccnwtal 
thdw in they wi l l  cpictdy lcam tbc RWU e o n d i i  
of illegal work and the qstematic p m a t i w  of a rmhhmy 
w movement.'* 
Even d a y ,  taking into account the experience of Germany 
and Italy, the Communist P& must reconstruct the system of 
their work in the shortest pd'ble time on the basis of illegal factory 
nuclei. This is the first elementary condition of preparation for 
underground work. 
'XS, second condition is to take immediate steps to rid the Com- 
munist Parties of the reptile of provocation which is undermining 
the wo.& of certain sections of the Cornintern, 
Thc third condition ip the abiliv to combine methods of ltgd 
and semi-legal work with methods of underground pork on the 
basis of the whole experience of the world revolutianary movement. 
And herc the question of work in the fascia organizations a* 
exccptbnal impomnee. 
Fourthly, the structure of t h ~  organization and the methods 
of its work must be w ieconsnucted as to guarantee a definite de- 
t e n e t i o n  calculated to insum the h methods of hiding our 
workers from the $ice and the realization of the old principle of 
underground work-each one should know not what he may know, 
but only what he must know. 
The fifth condition is the training of cadres. For the period 
which is opening before us, we do not need simply Communists but 
Communist underground workers. They must b pqde tried and -
* Lain, "On the T& of the Opposition in Frame," C o w  Work, 
vol. anx. 
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tested in evey iespect; they must know how to conduct themselw 
undcr -ination, how to behave at &ah, making use of the 
dock as a m%une for exposing the clwa enemy. Thcy must be people 
of ideological firmnes and politid stamina, who continue to be 
Bolsheviks during their everyday work and do nw lose thdr heads 
at moments when there is an abrupt chmp in tbe situation. Thcy 
must bc independent pea+, apable of and boldly maHing 
responsrilc decisions in the most intricate circumstances. Finally, 
they must be revo1utionaries and mass workers, &ng the p r a c ~ s  
which are ping on among the able to speak in the language 
of these m a ,  to dothe every revolutionary thought and every 
revolutionary action in the setting of clas struggle. For this period 
: we do not want peoplt of the type of Neumann, who arc fruitless 
alike in the theory and the practice of the labor movement, but 
fighters and m e  workers of the type which the C.P.S.U., the 
Geman, Chinese and P&h Communist P& have given us and 
continue to give us. Where are such eadrcs to be trained? -They 
must bc trained m militsnt action in the wry basom of the waking 
c h .  The growth of such cadres is connected with the whole p 
cess of the bolshen'zation of the Communist P h s .  During the 
ptoccss of the borshevization the Communist Parties have been 
through a great schooling. But the historic stage which is now open- 
ing before the world Communist movement confronts the Com- 
munist Parth with higher demands in rcw of their bokhevizatibn. 
Xn the fire of re~olutionmy battles the sections of the Canintern 
will grow monger, reaching the level of the C.P.S.U. But for 
the success of these battles what is n d d e  t h y  is a still more 
reaolutt f i ~  against Right opprtunism, a the main danger, snd 
agaiast Leftist deviatims. The feeling of organic bmed towards 
opporhlnism in all its forms, as an obstacle which hinders the win- 
ning over of the masses to the side of Communism, must he nur- 
, t u r d  in evey  Communist. 
The road which the sections of thc Cornintern are going is a 
hard one. That stern dm1 through which the C.P.G. is passing is 
, hardening it like high& revolutionaty sted Not one grievous 
ordeal befalls the Communk P a n k  and the working dasbi without 
brhghg its fruits without enriching their nvolutionq cxprkncc, 
w i t h t  mising the Communist Party to a higher level of Bolshevik 
stamina 
The class whose historical course is uward. and its Party nre 1 
gr&g strong under the severe blows, iut rh; classes which are 
downed by histoty to the scrapheap, and their parties are cobphg 
under the weight of their own victories. The victories of the US. 
S.R. are strengthening the new world which is being born; the 
v i d  of fasdsm are only pwhghg the agony of the old world 
which is in its death throes. The German Communist Party, hunted 
down and persecuted, feels itself more assured before the futurc 
that is opening btfsrr it than f d  which ip persecuting it. That 
is why at the Lcipzig trial it was not Dimimff who wss on &I; 
it was Dimhoff aying f&. That is why the hangman Gotring, 
his face distorted with fury, stands in the Leipzig dock as a criminal 
p t  u p  and loaded with universal contempt, while Diitrov, 
bound in chains, becomes a mighty mouthpiece, d i n g  upon the 
toilers of all countrie to unite under the banner of Cornmuism. 
L-ct the fascist bloodhounds rave as they w i l l c l c  Communh 
are marching onward, amred of their right, of their strength and 
of their d o r y .  
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